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New Braunfels Remembered
JAN ICE EVERAGE

CARTOONS
by NORMAN KR ISTOFFERSON
course, ther was the Quiet Section. Except, this
yea r, this area proved to be the loudest . Poor
Texans, they 'll have to ge t their reputations back
next year! (It's reported tha t one ve r y Texas caver
was somewhat put-out becaus e "they" refused to let
him park his air conditioned, tin tent wi thin the
confines of Groad Hollow -- said his structure did
not enhance the overall appearance of Groad Hollow . )
After choosing a campsite, a tour of the area wa s
in order .
The showers were f ar away (beca use of sanitary
regulations) and consisted of HIS, HERS , and THEIRS.
An observation was offered that "onl y horny dudes
went into THEIRS and they stood around waiting for
naked ladies to appear". (What a blow to Lib: there
should have been some horny gals in there waiting
round for naked gentlemen to appear just to give it
balance.)
Over near the rive r was the Hot Tub . Texans are
accustomed to th is hea ted oas is but forei gn e rs, I am
sure, felt obligated to check it out. It was purported
tha t a new world's record was set fo r the greatest
numb e r of cavers to occupy the Hot Tub a t one time .
This could not be confirmed as could not th e rumo r
that the re were those who engaged in various physical
activi ties within its confines . An observation was
put forth (by th e aforementioned observer) that the
Hot Tub was not a "safe" place to be - ther e were
too many "grab- asses" in there . ( It would seem ou r
observer has a persec ution complex - perhaps wish ful thinkin g !)
Also to be noted was the beautiful Gua dalupe River
Oztotl had provided. It offered a welcome respite
from the heat, with gentle rapids and a rope swing a veritable playground for all Convention-goers.
There was a most unusual species which seemed to
enjoy the river mo re than any. This was an
extraordinarily ugly , l ong- snouted, white creature
known as a Texas l~ater Pig. The creature could be
seen in the river at all hours shooting the r apid s,
while barking fran ticall y at the waves (thought t o
be the only barking pit in existance) . One of the
Conventioneers decided the Wa t e r Pi g shouldn't have
a ll the fun so she proceeded to shoot the rapids too.
Unf ortuna tel y, she did th i s with her mo uth wide
open (perhaps barking at th e waves) and subsequently

I t was decided that Texas was to host a Convention
and· many Texans spent a very busy year getting ready.
T!~e re were discussions, meetings, election of
off ice rs, replacement of officers, assignment of
t as ks, re-assignment of tasks, phone calls across the
stat e , trips, hassels, rights, big plaqs, little
plans , frayed tempers, and high hopes. Everyone
,;a nted this to be the "best ever" Convention, and as
t ime drew close, all waited and hoped for the best.
The week of Convention dawned and Oztotl provided
pe rfec t weather.
As one drove up to the registration area, one was
ge nera lly met by the unofficial Greeter, a cigarchel<ing, semi-bearded, cave-scene bedecked gentleman
,;ith a hugging fetish . It was then on to registration
and yo ur reckoning with the Keeper of the Purse. Of
co urse , reckoning with her was far more pleasant
t han in years past . Not only was she attractive, but
the fee was extremely reasonable for a change . You
,;ere given a superb set of registra tion publications.
One had to wonder what went through the minds of
the "foreigners" as they flipped through their
pub lica tions. There to greet them in AN INTRODUCTION
TO THE CAVES OF TEXAS was the following dissertation:
" . .. dis tance from one place t o another- nearly
always far . . . Another constant a t this time of
yea r is the temperature: nearl y always hot! ...
~1 e
might even break 100 for you .. . As to rain
and inclement weather - such as tormados and
f la sh fluds - there is a great possibility of
t hese at this time of year ... besides heat, long
dis tances and weather extremes, we had better
mention some other Texas standb ys - - bugs and
s nakes . . our Texas bugs and critters: mosquitoes,
t ic ks, chiggers, spiders and scorpions ... poison
ivy or poison oak ... "
and such warnings as
" ... it could take da ys to pick the buckshot our
of your ass . .. "
Af te r reading such omnious welcome to our great
Sta t e, the reader could turn to the camping area and
be l ooking straight at a funeral tent. It's possible
ther e was a bit of misgiving at the outset .
La ter in the week one snowbird was heard to sa y
it was nice that the Texans had warned everyone of
t he b~g s and critters beforehand . However, what was
not men tioned was the location at which one might
fin J such critters on his body . He was absolutely
horr if ied that our critters chose such pe rsonal
places to inhabit.
As one turned to the campground, he usua lly
deci ded immediately he didn't want to camp under
th e f uneral tent . There were several other choices .
Ge r ia t ric Heights had moved from its usual high-ris e
loca tio n (high atop a hill or in dorms) to the lowlands . There was one major drawback. Geriatric
Heig hts ha d its own 7:00am alarm clo ck - a large
wh i t e ga rbage eater (Dempsey Dumpster). Then there
was Groad Hollow. This area was rese rved for Texans
and is purported to be one of the loude st, rowdiest,
nas tiest, hell-raising-est areas at Convention. Not
so t his year . The Texans were victims of overwork
and condu c ted their campsite accordingly. Now, of
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lost her upper plate. Her husband spent the rest of
the week snorkeling, trying to locate the missing
teeth. While doing same, the go t the fright of his
life. He thought he had been attacked by JAWS.
Actually, the Water Pig became tired while swimming
and crawled up on the snorkeler's back for a rest.
Another attraction on the river was the Oztotl tubes.
Oztotl was most benevolent.
The river was shared with the Abbott canoe renters.
They were in for some unusual sights as their point
of disembarkation was right in the middle of Groad
Hollow.
The Faust Hotel, working in conjunction with the
Convention, offered breakfast each morning. To its
horror, the Faust discovered some cavers could make
their moring, noon, and evening meal off one little
breakfast ticket. Some new rules had to be enacted
to eliminate the unexpected "take-out" service.
It was suggested that some of the local caves might
warrent exploring. Several were discussed and Speedo
(a FROG caver with floride balls) highly recommended
Bexar Cave. A truckload of both experienced and nonexperienced cavers departed on this venture. Upon
explicit questioning, Speedo assured all that it
was a "walk-through" cave and no one should have any
difficulty. The Rotund Caver ~ositioned himself
above the entrance and helped lower each of the eager
explorers into the cave. After proceeding only a
short dis t ance, three novice cavers turned back,
c iting various excuses. Speedo con tinued to urge
everyone on saying there was much more to see. As
the dropouts were returning to the entrance, the
Alburq uerque Novice suggested a great idea for an
invention for beginner cavers. She suggested something
on the order of a wet suit with suction cups all
over it. They way you could always attach some part
of your body to the floor, wall, or ceiling and
never worry about slipping or falling. The Rotund
Caver heaved the Returners up where co ld refreshments
were enjoyed while awaiting the return of those with
gamer spirits . Much later the adventurers began to
return. The more petite cavers were quite dirty but
none the worse for wear. But, the sturdier-built
individuals emerged in tatters. One robust individual
returned with his jumpsuit in shreds. Various others
returned bits and pieces to him . The Peacock Caver
was bleeding from numerous scrapes and his C· •1 SUCKS
T-Shirt was all by unrecognizable - it hung by one
shoulder seam. And, Speedo emerged clean as a whistle,
laughing his posterior off. After urging the others
through the last all-but-impossible opening, he had
retreat ed saying he wasn't 'l:ool enough" to · try to
make it through there!
The first item on the agenda of social activities
was scheduled for Sunday night - the Campground Party,
and with the beginning of the party activities came
the emergence of va rious noticeable personalities.
The afternnon began with a campfire chili cookoff.
One of the Texas gro ttos sent forth their very wellqualified contestants . There also appeared a very
shabb i l y costumed individual who shall henceforth be
referred t o as King Strut . Kin g Strut offered his
rendition of Road-Kill Chili. Judges were selected,
the most notable of them were the Peacock Caver and
the Rotund Caver - otherwise known as "half-ass"
judges with half sombreroes . King Strut, in an
a ttempt to enhance his chance of winning, offered
one of the judges a "piece of tail" to sway his vote.
When it was discovered it was a piece of oppossum
tail from the Road-Kill Chilit, the judge d ec lined
the bribe. While th e chilit was bubbling away, King
Strut was challenged to a duel by Hot Damn. It was
muzzle loader against revolver and, when the smoke
cleared, Hot Damn had bit the dust. Attention then
returned to the chilit and, much to King Strut's
chagrin, the grotto took the honors and everyone
sampled the c hili. Next came the ar~adil lo races .
There were several entrants. King Strut had his prize

0
0
0

racer and the Peacock Caver wanted to enter the
Water Pit but was disqualified on a technicalit y.
After several false starts, it was determined King
Strut had the winner. A party complete with 16 kegs
of beer and a very hokey band ensued. Each song t he
band played sounded strangely like the one before
but this did not daunt King Strut. He made hims el f
available to every female on the dance floor . The
city ordinance which prohibited the consumption of
beer afte r midnight went over no better with the
Texans than it did with the snowbirds. This hards hip
was shared by all .
Another city ordinance had to be contended with.
It seems that it was illegal for the various vend ors
to be offering their wares from their vehicles in
the park. Local law enforeement circled the campgro und t o no avail. The only careful vendor was t he
Englishman who moved his wares to the VFW Hall. The
others had wheels and relocated regularly.
There were some early morning sightings which
should be noted (especially for those who miss ed out
on the early mornings). At a very early hour each
morning, the Aggie Garbagemeister could be seen
cleaning up the mess from the ni ght before. This
smiling, bearded Adonis worked diligently, dra gging
his grabage sack behind him. The Rotund Caver (sometimes referred to as the Beer Santa Clause) coul d
often be seen in the company of the Peacock Caver
rounding up all the empty kegs so he could make his
run to the distributor for replacements.
On one very early morning, a caver was noted t o
be prone on the grass . Although he had the app ea rance of one who had passed out from too much party ,
tnis could not be determined conclusively. It was
noted that when he at t empted to raise his head , it
was done with apparent pain and great effort. What
should appear out of the early morning sky but a dogfood-eating crow. With piecrcing caws, this ho rrendous creature proceeded to attack the poor, de f enseless caver. Imagine his perplexion at being semidrunk, semi-awake : and totally attacked by a fie rce ,
black, screaming, winged creature. (Should alcohol
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~prayed by a deadly gas. Everyone was dead and the
narrator had spent the rest of the day rolling
bodies into the river . This was necessary to kee_p
the "stink" down. It trul y had been a horrible
experience and Dickie Bird was ce rtainly lucky to
have escap ed the catastrophe due to his absence .
For some reason, he refused to believe the tale of
horror and was finally directed to the Fairgrounds.
Later that ni ght the party- goers began to return .
Down in the area of Groad Hollow the river became
too appealing to resist . Slowly, various jaybirds
began to a ppea r and take an evening swin . All emerged
refreshed and read y for bed. The Rotund Caver was
no exception. His swin completed, he stood on a
steeply inc lined bank . His entire, somewhat fuzzy
attention, was devoted to the task at hand . He had
an immense pair of jockey shorts which all but glowed
by the light of the moon. His ultimate goal was to
ge t those glowing white drawers on without soiling
then with his big, dirty feet. Standing, as he was,
at such a precarious angle, he bent over, holding
all that whiteness in both hand s and lifted one
grubb y foot . He would set the foot back down, regain
his balance and concentrate on the opening in the
drawers. Up would come the foot, only to be set
down again. Balance was regained, and the other
foot was lifted, only t o be r e turned. Finally, the
decision was made, a foot was lifted, careful aim
was taken and right dab straddle the crotch the foot
took the drawers down into the dirt . With much
cursing, he retrieved · the drawers and put them on.
There was no problem now in that they were dirty
and his feet made no differen ce .

no r ha ve been his undoing, put rather something
und<' r t he broad heading of drugs, i t would be
as sumed that he would abstain forever citing his
ter ,·i bl e ''bad trip''.)
l·hmday was a busy day for many. A ''Howdy Parti'
conml ete with Mexican dinner was scheduled. Starting
ear l y i n the day, many people were engaged in various
du t les . One was the Cookpot Warrior. She spent her
en r l re day a t the church kitchen. Armed with 100
of beans , 50 lbs of onions, immense quantities of
ri c~ , va rious secret ingredients and much determinat ion , she turned out the accompanyments for the
di nner . Here was a thankless task as few realized the
tn' mendo us amount 0f work involved . in such a task.
Onl admi r er though who was at the church and could
see rhe amo unt of work being done was another
unheralded worker . She was the Silver-Haired Angel
who ••as responsible for babysitting caver kids during
th (· day . She spent her entire week at this t ask.
,\s evening neared, all headed toward the Fairgrounds .
Food 1-ms loaded into the back of pick-up trucks and
the· task of serving began. The main course was
tamales - millions of them. The Cockpit Warrior had
cor:venced the rurchaser that - to
reduce th e
or;;inal pu rchase from 600 dozen to 400 dozen tamales
wh ich he lped some. Everyone was invited back for
seconds and thirds but the supply was not depleted .
The pa rty segment of the "Howdy Party" began . The
Ro t und Caver was there with his contribution - 21
ke gs . And , as a snack to go with the .. beer, there wasyou gues sed it - tamales! The country and western
dance ;;a s a great success . At one point a FROG from
Niceville , Flordia, and the Peacock Caver was seen
tr lppi ng the light fant as tic together . Also, King
St rut was very much in evidence . Ap.y time he was
near the micropho ne, he blossomed. It was noted tha t
for the remainder of Con•:ention, King Strut was
ho arse- a condition brought on front yelling "Bullshlt" so much. Such is the high price one must pa y
for at ten t ion.
As the par ty moved along according to custom, the
scene back a t the campground was somewhat erie. It
was almos t totally deserted. Ten ts and trucks and
paraphena lia were everywhere but there were no
cavers . As the sun was just setting, into the campground area roared Dickie Bird. Frantically, he
sea rched f or signs of the Howd y Party. After a day
spent at work, he didn't want to waste another
mlnut e bu t he co uld find no party . Finally, he did
loca te someone and furiously asked where the Howdy
Part y was and what had happened to everyone. To his
~ota l f rustra tion, he was told that earlier in the
ay ther e had been a landing in the middle of the
campground by a UFO and the whole area had been

Tuesday af ternoon offered the 4-wheel drive contest.
It would seem tha t this was much like other such

contests. A mach ine put together with much money and
expensive equipment did not necessarily equal a
machi~e which could negotiate this course. Not only
was {t an equalizer of machiner y but it was a lso an
equalizer of the sexes. Girls seemed to be just as
qu alified as the guys. The fact that some vehicles
and drivers did not make it turned out to be a real
ego shatterer for some.
At one point during the contes t , representatives
of the loca l law enforcement arrived. The Rotund
Caver started t o walk over and find out what the
problem mi ght be. He flashed the officers a wi nning
smil e and then, abruptly turned away and headed in
the opposite direction. He had suddenly remembered
he ha d an appendage in his ear which mi ght not set
with the example of "good old boy" he wished to
present to the approaching gentlemen. He def tl y
removed the poss ib le point of contention, turned
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around again and started again for th e group of
officers - who by this time were throughl y confused
by his peculiar behavior . It seemed that there was
some problems about whether or not permission had
been attained for use of the land and the Rotund
Caver was taken away to straighten things out .
Two local caves were suggested for the evening
entertainment . Na tural Bridge Caverns was opened
to th e cavers t o explore at their leisure and
Bracken Bat Cave had been opened so that all might
view the evening migration of the bats. Most everyone drove to NBC and parked their vehicles at this
point . Then all proceeded to hike to Bracken, a
distance of approximately one very long mile. At
about mid-point in the march, there was an
unexpected rest stop . The Rotund Caver with the
aid of Speedo had captured a baby Armadillo and
everyone who passed felt obligated to stop, pet the
Armadillo, and take pictures to tak e back home with
them. No one admitted they stopped because they were
hot and tir ed - it was just th at they needed a
picture of the Rotund Caver and his baby armadi llo.
(Incidentally , this baby armadillo was stolen from
the back of the Rotund Caver's pick-up during the
night. It's really amazing tha t robbers were able to
infiltrate the campground and make off with this
prized possession. Surely no self-respecting caver
would stoop so low as to do such a dastardly deed.)
The bat flight was quite impressive . At th e
appointed moment, the bats began their circling
motion and then began to fly off . Over 40 mill ion
Mexican Freetailed Bats were to emerge and it was to
take as long as six hours to end. Slides and/or
television pic tures canno t capture the experience
of seeing such a flight . It would have been interesting
to have an aerial view of th e 40 million bats as
they 'were flying off in one direction and some
1,000 cavers were arriving from another direction .
Perhaps the bats were much as impressed with the
caver influx as the cavers were with the bat exod us.
The rest of the evening was spent put terin g
around NBC .
For viewing Wednesday aftern0on, there was the
Classic Caving Concourse. Here the spectator co uld
view various vehi cles and sundry equipment. The
winner was very easy to determine. It would seem it
was the consensus that the Best - of-Show went to the
1977 Dodge pick-up with speleobumper, air condition er,
fuzz buster, C-B, AM/FM stereo, Baja kit, automatic
transmission, and most importantly, 10 KEGS OF ICED
DOWN FREE BEER IN BACK. It's hard to argue with
equipment like that!
The "Campground Restivities" included th e afore mentioned 10 kegs of beer. And, at a very reasonable
sum, one could enjoy with his beer the world renowned
delicacy of " cold tamales" . Credit must be given to
those who endeavored to get rid of the tamales .
The h ighli ght of the evening was a film.called
"CHAC". Here we have a movie of natives who, of
course, speak no English which provoked th e use of
sub-titles which provoked the use of your head t o
read the sub-titles. This was quite a chore for some
of the beer drinke rs and tamale gobblers. Some of us
understood no more when the movie was over than we
did when it had just begun. There was to be a great
BONFIRE after the movie but this fizzled . It could
have been du e to the 90-degree temperature more
than any thin g else . At one point during the evening,
a drunk Texan and a drunk Californian were sent over
t o the "Quiet Section" to quieten them down - they
r eall y warranted Groad Hollow's reputation at this
Convention!
Thursday offered the hi ghlight of many a Conventionthe Photo Salon. Most Convention- goers l ook forward
to this event each year. Upon arrival at the
a uditorium, you were subjected to a very thorough
badge check. Then Kink Strut mana ged to find a
microphone and had himself a time giv ing ou~ the door
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prizes. It would seem that ne ar ly everyone won something. There was some spirited bidding on a watercolor donated by the Dallas Artist Par Exe:lence . In
fact, the bidding was so spirited one wondered if
perhaps a bit of ri gging was not involved .
The slides were , of course, beautiful and were
enj~yed by all . After the presentation of next year' s
Convention site, yo u could hear the comment made
among the crowd, "Where the hell is Pittsfield,
Massachusetts?"
Friday's activities and preparations began very
early. A Banquet was scheduled for the evening as a
grand finale to the Convention and much had to be
done to prepare for same . Cavers from the South
Gulf Coast a rea trucked in 200 cinder blocks, 2
pieces of 24-ft . rebar, and 3 pieces of 4-ft . x 12- ft,
expanded metal, all to be used for the giant
barbecue pit. As might be expected, there were no
ready volunteers to unload all this weight.
Near the barbecue pit, one could see a red-haired
98-lb. former snowbird battling a 10-lb. sledge
hammer as he split oak logs for the fire.
One unexpected volunteer was the First Aid Emergency
Technician who did all the dicing of onions for the
sauce. The chefs gladly relinquished this task.
Convention-goers from all over the country were
amazed at the hugh pit, the gian t pots of barbecue
sauce, the flo~r mops used to swab the 300 lbs . of
meat (the mop fuzz on the meat only added to the
flavor) and th e pikes used to turn the meat. The
a roms of slow-cooking barbecue permeated the campground and by even ing everyone was ready for what
promised to be a feast.
The Cookpot Warr i or was again engaged t o perform
her magic. This time she used onions, garli c, bacon ,
and barbecue sauce to transform ranch style beans
into something edible (a task far easier than if it
had been mixed vege tables!)
The chefs worked diligently throu gh the long,
hot day over the ir fire, mops and pike-turners in
hand . As the day progressed, they took satisfaction
i n knowing they had devoted th emselves to a task
and a ll was turning out beautifully - a feast woul d
be had by all .
Evening approached and preparations swung into hi ghgear . The "Classic Bitches " had responsibility for
the super task of setting up to serve everyone. They,
themselves, affirmed their names were will earned.
The chefs transported the fruits of their labor t o
the Wurs thall e and any army of electric knives went
to work. A West Virginia volunteer and a Houston
typist held out longest one their respe c tive electric
knives . Serving tables were set up and all was in
re adiness. Attire for the evening spanned the
spectrum. Our emcee was formally attired in tie and
blue jeans . One caver was sporting a tuxedo-look
T-shirt. The female of the species appeared in
every thin g from cu tof fs and halters to floor lengt h
dresses (the latter of which was often complimented
by thongs) .
There was some grumbling that the Beer Santa Cl aus e
had failed t o provide his usual beverage contribution. However, this was not his decision. The
powers-that-be had determined no alcoholic beverage
had been provided at previous banquets and it was
decided this unusual practice would be perpetuated.
As the masses a rr ived , all went into pitched
frenzy to serve everyone in shor t order.
Unfortunately, all did not go as anticipated . As
the masses moved through the serving lines, it
became increasingly apparent t ha t the barbecue
supply would be exhausted before the last of the
Convention-goers was served. A miscalculatio n had
been made in the decision on the amount of meat t o
be purchased. A frantic das h to a local barbecue
house obtained purchased - barbecue to feed the
rema ining hungry cavers . But, the chefs and their
assistants ate no barbecue . They had enthusiastica~ l y

continued on p76

Jay Jorden
(NOTE : This series of articles will
attemp t to explore selected legal controversie s which have involved caves and
cave rns since the turn of the century, and
t he resultant rules governing their ownership, general use and commercialization.
The ru les encompass state appellate court
decis ions and federal rulings, common law
or prec edental guidelines, and statutory
l aw, s tate and federal. The rules of law
wh ich emerge from all these sources encompass pr imarily real property, and equity
j urisp rud ence, but also include criminal
and t ort law. Definitionally, real property
l aw is that governing title to real estate.
Eq uitable remedies are those which are
available only where there is no adequate
r edres s in law for a plaintiff's specific
compla int. And tort law is the civil area
i n wh ich suits are brought for personal
injury .
The ca se law which has emerged in these
areas ha s affected legal rights of the
l arges t cave system in the United States,
and on the other extreme, the ownership of
a cave in litigation between two adjoining
property owners .
In wr iting this series, a few peripheral
matter s need to be mentioned. As a current
Texas bar candidate, my role as a legal
wr iter is governed by the Code of
Profes s ional Responsibility of the
American Bar Association . Thus, a sincere
effor t will be made to abide by ethical
conside rations contained therein. This
series is therefore an effort under the
ABA r ule 8-3, to inform cavers in a general
fas hion about the law. The rule states,
"Hembe rs of the public should be educated
to recognize the esistence of legal
prob lems ... " However, under another ABA
rul e, I shall endeavor to refrain from
giving or appearing to give a general
solu tion in specific matters which might
appear a pplicable to all apparently similar
individual problems. Slight changes in fact
situations may require a material variance
in the applicable advice.
As t he se articles are intended to be
hist or ica l in nature and give a caver a
broad perspective, this problems should
no t occur.

But, by the rules language, I am advised
to begin with this caveat: do not attempt
to solve individual problems on the basis
of the information contained herein.)
From the mundane to the .colorfully descriptive, caves and pits have been called
many things -- Alabaster Caverns, Fantastic
Pit to Cave X.
But what
is a name?
Evidently, a lot of money was riding on
just exactly what tourists were cal ling
Mammoth Cave in 1928, when the trustees of
the estate of one of its original purchasers
defended an appeal in the U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals, Sixth Circuit, against
Mammoth Cave Development company .
The firm, which had bought a tract of
land adjoining that of John Grogan (where
the natural entrance lay), cut an art"ficial
opening to the Mammoth s ystem. "New Entrance
to Mammoth Cave", its billboards,
circulars and handbills read. The cave
fever which must have enveloped this part
of Kentucky during the 1920s resulted in
fierce competion and a series of cour t
battles. Incensed, the trustees of a trust
which Grogan - a Kentuckian who purchased
1,610 acres containing the cave entrance
and large portions of it before his deathcreated to ma intain and operate the cave
for the public benefit "until all of his
neices and nephews shall have died," filed
suit alleged that Mammoth Cave
Devel opment Company"(MCDC), its officers
and agents and others were misleading
tourists by advertising that they were
showing, and had a right to show, all the
"interesting features of Mammoth Cave,
including not only those underly ing their
own propert y and surface rights, but also
those underl ying the complaintants'
(Gargan's) land."
The trustees asked for, and obtained a
temporary injunction restraining MCDC from
"any verbal description or oral solicitation of trade or business, or exhibiting ,
circulation, distributing circulars,
folders, signboards, handbill, etc. or
other printed, written, or descriptive
matter \\ThPrein 'Mammoth Cave' is used ... "
The court, however, would allow the cave's
name to be used if and only if MCDC placed
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sanction at law (injuctions are a principle
of equity); and (3) that it was likely
that the plaintiffs would be g~anted
permanent injunctive relief later.
The other two concepts upon which the
trustees based a claim--unfair competi tion
and trade name infringement--are also
equitable remedies. Yet the court saw
little merit in them, in reasoning whi ch
proves unfortunate for any commercial caves
with descriptive or well-known names such
as Mammoth.
"The word 'Mammoth", used in connect ion
with this particular cave, is clearly
descriptive, and the name 'Mammoth Cave '
is a geographical name used for more t han
a century to designate this particular
natural formation," The court wrote in
WYATT v. MAMMOTH CAVE DEVELOPMENT CO.
"Under the facts of this case, neither t he
descriptive word 'Mammoth' nor the
geographical name 'Mammoth Cave' can be
exclusively appropriated by the plaint iffs."
A trade name in equity serves to protec t
the identity of a source of services or
businesses, much as a trademark. In or der
to be a valad trade name, a "secondary
meaning" must exist for it. Where the name
has been used so long that the public
associates it with a particular business '
services, it is valad. This question i s
one of fact for a jury or judge, sitt i ng
as trier of fact, to determine. If it is ,
it is entitled to protection because it is
no longer a general name.
Normally, both in trade names and t r ademark cases, a person's name, a geographi cal
designation (such as Flordia oranges) ,
descriptive terms showing properties
(corn-fed), or generic terms (such as
cellophane) can't suffice as either.
Businesses which wish protection must be
wary; the makers of Formica now face a
federal lawsuit wherein government
state attorneys claim the trademark is a.
common generic term and thus the publ i c 's
property.
In the case of Mammoth, the court r ej ected the claim that the name required a
secondary meaning so that "it applied
solely to the parts of the cave under l yi ng
complaintants' property."
The last salvo in the plaintiffs-; a r senal
--unfair competition allegedly perpetr ated
by MCDC--fell short. Unfair competition is
generally defined in equity as purpos eful,
illegal meddling with another person's
business. In this case; the trustees
charged the developers with misappropriating their property right and represen ting

next to the words, in the same type or
lettering, the sentence, "We do not shoVT
any part of the cave which prior to 1907
was generally known to the public as
Mammoth Cave; that portion of the cave
can be seen only through the old
entrance."
During the first trial, the Gorgan
trustees apparently petitioned the court
that the name "Mammoth Cave" was their
exclusive property, similar to that of a
trade name. Further, it had also acquired
a secondary meaning in that it applied only
to the parts of Mammoth Cave underlying
their property. Thus, the development
company was engaging in unfair competition
by using it.
These same points came up on appeal,
when, undaunted, MCDC defended on the basis
of the fact that a major portion of the
cave which for years the trustees had
exhibited was actually under other persons'
land and that they had never advertised
the cave formations and attractions which
the Grogan trustees had traditionally
shown the public. They denied that the
phrase "New Entrance to Mammoth Cave" was
deceptive, false or misleading.
Responding justices of the appeals
court affirmed or upheld the lower court
decision, which included the imposition of
an injunction against MCDC. But the judge
dismissed the trustees' claim that their
cave's name was their own, or that it had
any particular significance to the part of
the cave they actually owned.
As will be seen in discussions of later
cases which deal with property law concepts,
the common law rule was, and still is with
qualifications, that a property owner owns
the ~air space above and the earth below his
or her tract. "From heaven to hell," the
English jurist used to say. Thus, a landowner who finds that he or she has a cave
in the mineral · estate owns it to the
boundary lines of the property. There is
a minorit y v iew that a cave, in and of
itself, is an estate which can be owned in
toto by one who simply holds title to the
land around the entrance, but the proposition finds few fans in the courts.
Therefore, it was not surprising that a
great deal of the court's discussion in
this case hinged on how much of Mammoth
the Gro gan trust encampassed.
Disposing of the injunction question, the
court found that (1) there had been
irreparabl e injury to the plaintiffs or
would have been if it were not granted, (2)
there was no likelihood of an adequate
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it as their own. Unfortunately again, the
justices took a dim view of this argument,
because in the old days when Grogan was
firs t showing off his cave, he himself was
exhibiting formations and subterranean
wond ers under adjoining propety, besides
his own.
In a sense, the court used the argument
- al though they didn't directly state as
much- that Grogan as truster or creator of
the trust had "unclean hands." He himself
had done the very same thing his trustees
were now asserting that the defendant was
doing ; namely, representing parts of
Mammoth not under his land as his property.
He could thus have been charged with the
same illegal conduct in regard to the same
"transaction" involved in the suit.
The doctrine of unclean hands prevents
a wrongdoer from benefitting from the
fruit s of his wrongdoing.
In an interesting aside concerning trade
names , the court compared the "Mammoth
Cave" to other geographical landmarks such
as "Lackawanna Valley","Mississippi Valley",
and others. Normally, the fact that a name
becomes so well-known that it acquires a
repu tation serves to rebut this argument in
the case of a trade name. Evidently,
couns el's arguments were not strong
enough to convince the court otherwise.
The court exposed other wrongdoing by the
t rust operation, ~lso, Seeking to protect
its i nterests, Groghan for many years
sought to prevent owners of adjacent lands
from determining the exact extent of the
cave, "lest they might dig down and establis h an entrance to the cave on their own
proper ty. : The court added, "This viligence
on t he part of Groghan and his trustees
delayed the exploration of a large part of
Hammo tn Cave for at least three-quarters
of a century, during all of which time
t he public was deprived of visiting and
vi ewing many of the cave's intc~resting
chambers and bizarre formations, located
beyond the chambers exhibited by Groghan
and his trustees ... "
It i s apparent that the three-judge
panel, although rendering a unanimous
verdic t in the case, had mixed emotions
about awarding equitable relief to a
plaintiff under these circumstances.
If there i~ a moral to this story, it
may be that geographical or personal names
should be stayed away from in naming
commerc ial caverns.
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RUNNING on EMPTY
Jay Jorden
With Texans running on empty these days
and the fuming in gas lines, while multinational oil companies search for diversified ways to spent their windfall profits,
it seems that a caver might invest his or
her money more wisely on energy stocks,
not the tank.
But for most who can't get caves and
caving out of their systems, it's fairly
clear that the hobby (and way of life for
some) is getting more and more expensive
to pursue.
Though the trip reports still keep coming
in, they don't fill up as much of the page
in caving newsletters across the land as
they used to.
And, with double-digit inflation boosting the cost of everything else a caver
needs--from ascending devices to Suuntos
to toilet paper--beyond reason, a new,
bite-the-bullet philosophy is in order.
It's as simple as leaning back in a laze-boy recliner. Armchair caving, once
frowned upon by elitists, is making its
way once agin to acceptability.
No longer must cavers eat grit in sweaty
crawlways while they imagine reclining
back in the living room or den with a cold
brew. Now there's a way to glory in 6ne's
caving accomplishments and rest on one's
laurels without lifting a finger.
Surprisingly, most cavers have practiced
armchair caving, with or without knowing
it. Sometimes, what some cavers thought
was going to be a cave trip ended up as an
armc hair caving expedition, wherein the
participants detoured to a colleague's
house, there to drink Lone Star and cuss
and discuss all the caves they'd RATHER
visit than the one they WERE going to.
Talking about caving is only one of the
ways to cave while lying or sitting in
living room or den. Slide shows, local
grotto and Texas Speleological Association
meetins and conventions are organized
armchair activities.
Of course, it need not be pointed out
that the latter activities are armchair
caving only for those cavers fortunate to
live within easy distance of a TSA gettogether. It's not cricket for an armchair
caver to drive anywhere--the activity is
passive and does not condone physical
exertion.

their bluewater or goldline for dangerous
abrasion? With more armchair cavers, loc al
and state meeting attendeance would
improve and there would be fewer caver
deaths.
These benefits are aside from the
positive effects armchair caving would
have on the energy cruch. Fewer 4X4s at
gasoline pumps, reduced highway accident s ,
less cave traffic which endangers delica te
formations--the list is endless.
If this weren't enough, other benefits
await those who indulge themselves in
inactivity.
Clothes will once again sparkle, spouse
relations will improve, the checkbook wil l
fatten, and border officials will breathe
easy for a change.

Then there are all the books that
thoughtful cavers have written and the
magazines and newsletters others have
edited. Reading all of them can consume a
lifetime of armchair caving . And perusing
caving literature can sometimes demand as
much stamina from the layman as the
physical counterpart, such as crawling
Airman's end-to-"end" and doing Dead Dog.
As with some works of literature, they can
make a caver physically sick.
Creative writing, discouraged in trip
reports, nevertheless can prove enjoyable
to an armchair caver. A good dictionary is
a necessary companion to many. Also, careful phraseology can eliminate any future
problems with libel laws.
Doubtless, in comparison with real-life
caving, especially here in Texas, airchair
speleology certainly sounds.attractive.
Maybe that's why more and more normal
people just like yourselves are corning out
of the closet to endorse it.
Of course, armchair cavers of necessity
must actually GO CAVING once in a while,
both to remember how to operate their
carbide lamps and to have something to talk
about with other armchair cavers .. In a
typical example, the period of dormancy
may range from several months to half a
decade, depending on how recently the caver
has been approached the comment made, "Hay,
great tan you've got. Haven't been caving
lately, have you?"
But, once safely out of the next cave
the caver breathes a sigh of relief and,
glancing down at the mud-covered boots and
jeans, vows never to go caving again. The
truck van is turned back down the road to
a laundromat, and the bliss of armchair
caving once again.
This onsluaght of what was up to now a
ridiculed activity does not mean that all
caving progress need stop. Indeed, most of
man's best thinking and research since
the Stone Age has been done outside caves.
Where would the Association for Mexican
Cave Studies be without its use of a
computer at the University of Texas to plot
caves in relation to surface tyopography?
It follows that at least some time was
spent above ground in such research.
· And, for out-of-town caving information,
more cavers are switching to long distance
to get their business done.
On a caver's horne turf. there are many
tasks neglected because of the obsess i on
to go on cave trips. When was the last time
most cavers paid their gortto and NSS dues,
subscribed to the TEXAS CAVER, or checked
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given themselves to the task of turning out
a great barbecue and each felt ex treme
disappointed that his accomplishment had
been ruined by a shortage of meat - a r ealiey
over which he had no control. Each
dejectedly got into his truck and went home .
The Banquet continued with all being fed ,
and the proper entertainment and program
and awards followed.
And, so ended the 1978 NSS Convention .
The weather had been great, the setting
beautiful, the price right, and the
Convention enjoyed by all. Texans, you did
a great job and it was the BEST EVER
Convention!

A LETTER

Dear Editor :
Thanks for the compliment. When the vox
populi speaks, a reasonable caver must
listen, and I regret that more material
has not been forthcoming from me the l a st
several years. However, I intend to
recitify this shortfall with graduation
behind me now.
I have enclosed the first installment
of a series on "caves and the law" which
may be of interest both to history buf fs
and to those who would welcome informat ion
on an area which until now has received
little coverage in caving newsletters.
In the appellate cases which involve
caves and caverns e ither as a focus of
litigation or a peripheral fact issue, a
reader can gain valuable insight into t he
legal and social issues which impinge
upon ownership and commercialization. It
is my hope that this series will evolve
into regularly published column to tap a
fairly significent clearinghouse of
information on caves.
Jay Jorden
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GORJvlAN FALLS FISHING CAMP
June 1-3, 1979
Cavers : Jay and Pat Jorden
Repor ted by: Jay Jorden
Upon the occasion of Pat's purchasing a
neH Jeep CJ7 4X4, we determined to test its
knobby treads on something besides the potho le s of Houston streets. Also vowing to
escape the Gulf Coast monsoons, we loaded
up Fri day, 1 June, then left via Interstate
10 , passig closed service stations until
1-re cro ssed the Harris County line. Though
gaso l ine had been predicted in short supply
that weekend, this was not evident for
the r es t of the trip. But th~ rain we
thought we left in Houston continued.
Too tired to drive into Austin that night,
we pitched a tent at Bastrop State Park,
aHak ing to find our feet floating in a
cou ple of inches of water and rain hammering
on t he nylon roof. Ah nature.
Af ter stopping in River City (Austin)
long enough to throw the soaked tent and
sl eeping bags into a laundromat dryer and
eat breakfast, we turned up 290 West,
det our ing briefly to see if the Lampasas
surplus store, Gillen's was open. As usual,
it wasn't.
On to Gorman, where we arrived in time
to prac tice rappelling on the cliff above
Gorman Cave before night fell. From the
perspective of one who hadn't been to the
camp in four years, it was clear that
infl ation had taken its toll. The same
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low-water crossing existed--only to cross
it meant one was five dollars poorer.
Unless my memory fails me, I seem to recall
paying only a dollar to spend the night and
go caving.
And a word on tourists. It wasn't quite
a night on Padre Island, but it was close:
a caravan of cars pulled up 20 feet away
from us sometime in the dead of night and
its occupants proceeded to disco down
until dawn.
The next morning, we caved at Gorman
amid the water and the bad air. We had
been preceded there by a group of tourists
with kerosene lanterns and safari lights,
and wearing tennis shoes. Knowing how dirt y
Gorman gets, I wounder if this isn't the
best route to take, rather than trashing
out good caving gear.
On the way out of the camp, we searched
for a rappel point at its entrance, on
the high cliffs fronting the river, but
quickly changed our minds after discovering
that the old rappel point lay a hundred
feet or so down the bluff, having collapsed some years in the interim.
The times they are a-changin' at Gorman.
Word has it now, from a reliable Dallas
source that the entire camp will be sold
and divided up into small tracts because
it's not making enough money.

SOTANO DEL ARROYO, S.L.P., TAMPICO, MEXICO
March 9-14, 1979
CAVERS: Noel Sloan and Jay Jorden
Reported by: Jay Jorden
Because our spring breaks from college
coincided, we hastily organized a trip to
the Los Sabinos area. Since we intended to
travel by Mexican bus, we picked a general
destination, becuase just getting there was
a minor miracle in itself.
After Noel drove from Dallas to Hou~ton
Friday night in his car, we loaded backpacks into my vehicle for the initial drive
to La r edo. Following an all-night drive,
we arrived at the border in time to see the
sun rise, then walked through Mexican
customs and began to look for transportation. Although travel by train had
been discussed, the station in Nuevo Laredo
was dismally deserted and the ticket
booths were closed. Taking second choice,
we caught a bus for Monterrey, where we
then transferred to another line for the
trip to Valles.

However, Mexican bus travel being what
it is, we had only reached Victoria by
late evening and decided to spend the
night in Mante. The next morning, we
convinced another bus driver to drop us
off at the Los Sabinos intersection.
We then hiked the dusty road into the
village, found a couple of guides to the
sotano, hit a refresco stand and were on
the way down the arroyo.
Rigging the drop before night fell, we
rappelled it and then decided to wait
until morning to do any serious caving.
However, we checked out an upper passage
above the floor of the pit and took
pictures.
The next day, Monday, was spent in the
sotano's main passage, mainly taking
photographs. By evening we headed for
Ciudad Valles, and a hot meal. With a
couple of days remaining before I was
due back in Texas for an interview, we
decided to radically change the nature of
the trip fromcavingto touristing. Since
neither of us had done much of the latter,
we got on a bus for Tampico where we
spent two glorious days and ni ght at the
sidewalk markets, movies bars and
nightclubs. To climax our drunken spree,
we piled onto a train for the trip back
to Monterrery.
Rolls of film later, we decided it was
well worth it.

at the base of the trail, we were
greatly heartened by the funky
looking group from that legendary
caving city of Dallas, led by Bob
Lloyd. The Pan Am cavers didn't
know what they had set out for
themselves to do for a first trip
to Mexico, but there was plenty
of enthusiasm at the base campo
After struggling for up to two
hours up the fmproved trail, the
party massed at the entrance, pai d
their ten pesos entry fee, and
disappeared through the gaping
hole.
We traveled pretty slowly at
first, many of the new cavers mar ~
veling at the huge formations in
the Entrance Room and the ricket y
poles that serve to hold up the
electric lights. Once all the
smaller cavers got adjusted, the y
began to pick up speed and agility. We visited the Hall of
Giants, the Lunchroom, and tried
to find the hole in the wall tha t
leads down to the New Roomo It
had been almost twelve years sin ce
Kreidler had been to Bustamante
and he consequently couldn't fin d
the hole. It was now past 4:00 PM
and the electricity had left the
cave to spend the night down in
the town. The small cavers were
tiring fasto Some of the group
help~d the small ones to exit,
leav1ng some of the larger cavers
td play around and watch the
Dallas group climb up to the
Birthday Passage.
The next morning the PASS
cavers left to visit Carrizal.
Fred, Dede, Mike, and Tom Paschal ,
who had shown up in the canyon t he
previous morning, were heading f or
the mountains above Horsetail
Falls to check out some rumored
caveso The Big D group promised
to meet us later at Carrizal.
Shortly after we unloaded at
Carrizal, the Dallas cavers showed
up and joined in the ritual bath .
Someone from Dallas was talking

BUSTAMANTE/CARRIZAL AREA
Labor Day Weekend, 1978
John, Kay, William, & Gretchen
Kreidler; Steve, Kay, & Derick
Copold; Ed, Carol Ann, & Matthew
LeMaster; Joe Chance; Mark Servis;
and Susie Smith
Reported by: Kay Kreidler
This trip was to mark the rebirth of the Pan American University Speleological Society. The
usual destination for a new group
was the Bustamante and Carrizal
area. We had decided to have our
own old timer's reunion in Mexico
.
'
cav1ng,
and not in Luckenbach
drinking and carousing around' the
saloons. We were all to meet in
Bustamante canyono
he Pan Am group visited Bustamante cave firsto Upon arriving
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with a local rancher, who told him
that the previous week three Mexicans (cavers?) had to be rushed
to a hospital in Monterrey after
they had some kind of cardiopulmonary attacko They had been in
carrizal for a day or two exploring according to the rancher.
Kr eidler laughed it off and went
i nto the cave followed by the rest
of the novice Pan Am group. He
first led them to the famous hot
bat h, then to the area where the
col d water passage meets the warm
wat er passage, and finally to the
dry , dustfilled crawlway passage.
They stopped and some of them
ola nced or crawled into the bat
~oom . The small cavers were disappo inted that only Robin was
th ere. After the exit the rest of
the daylight hours were spent
bath ing and meeting more Dallas
cav e rs. The Paschals returned
f rom the mountains full of tales
about the road up to a place
cal led Potrero Redondoo We began
plan ning a trip back at Thanksgivi ngo
The Pan American cavers, less
t he Kreidlers, decided to head
back for the border while some
l i gh t remained, while everyone
el se returned to Bustamante
ca ny on. Upon arrival there we
fo un d Paul Duncan, Jimmy Clements,
an d Gandalf, plus Dr. Stanley
Bittinger, with some new Kings vi 11 e
c a v ~ rs wanting to explore Precipi ci o. We concluded that with all
t hes e people here, the Luckenbach
reu nion must be draggingo
The most interesting part of
th e trip happened about two weeks
la te ro Eight of the thirteen Pan
Am cavers came down with histoplasmosiso The Kreidlers and Carol
Ann LeMaster were the only holdout s . We 1a ter found out that one
of the Mexicans that the rancher
had told us about had died from
oomplications, presumably pneumonia. Most of the group that

was affected were treated with
antibiotics and bedresto Oro
LeMaster, Matthew LeMaster, and
Mark Servis had it the worsto At
one point, some of the physicians
treating LeMaster were ready to
send him off to Galveston for
treatment.
So, if you are not sure of your
individual immunity, or just don•t
want to take the chance, avoid
Carrizal, especially the upper,
dusty passage leading to the bat
room. The symptoms, if you still
want to see the cave, range in
effect from a mild cold to extreme
difficulty in breathing and easy
exhaustion. Also, one can have
off-and-on low grade fever, chills
with night sweats and coughing.

DEVIL'S SINKHOLE
June 16, 1979
Cavers: Eileen Kennedy, John Nicolet, Jim
Nicolet, "Jim Grissom, Paul Grissom,
Rick Sevcic, John Blankship: TempleBelton Grotto
Rep orted by : John Blankship
After presentation of our certified rel ea se
forms to Mr . CV Whitworth, he courteously
escorted us through several gates and gave
direct i ons to his sinkhole. Though the cave
is located only about a mile from the house,
the going was rough, especially for our two
cars.
On our arrival at the hole we rigged one
rope to the rear ax le of a full sized car
parked approximately fifteen f eet from the
entrance. We took the drop of appro ximately
160 fe e t. some using racks, others brake
bars. After three hours of exploration and
picture taking, most of the party made a
routine ascent. However, one member had to
be pulled out by the rest of the party
when a modified gibb rig proved a disadvantage, and the caver was overtaken by
exhaustion, about 50 feet above the breakdown. This incident did demonstrate the
value of physical conditioning and proven
equipment as pre r equisited for such a trip.
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ADaddy-Long-Legs Is Not ASpider
William R. Elliott
Many Texas cavers have had moving experiences with blankets of daddy-long-legs falling on them in cave entrances. Often they
refer to them as " cave spiders." Actually,
they aren't spiders at all.
Daddy-long-legs, harvestman, opilionids,
or phalangids, as they are known, are
classified in the Order Phalangida of the
Class Arachnida, a group basically different
from the Order Araneida (spiders). Like all
arachnids they have eight legs (unless some
clumsy oaf has broken some off), two
pedipalps, and two chelicerae (mouthparts).
However, the body is of one piece, unlike
the spiders which have a definite waist
between the prosoma (cephalothorax) and
opisthosoma (abdomen). There are other
important anatomical differences. Many
harvestmen have long, retractile penises.
Harvestwomen do not. They also lack the
poison glands of spiders, but many secrete
slightly offensive odors from glands alongside the body. Next time you encounter some
daddy-long-legs you might notice a sweet
odor as they scurry away from you. No doubt
they find your odor offensive too.
Texas caves contain about eight ~pecies
of harvestman. The commonest is Leiobunum
townsendi, Family Phalangiidae, an entrance
a rea trogolxene (an animal which roosts in,
but frequently leaves cave). The same or
similar species may be found under overhangs
and other secluded places. Like all harvestmen they are harmless to humans and do not
bite. If you look at enough of them you may
spot a few carrying reddish, trombidiid mites
on their legs. These are not friends, just
parasites.
One courious aspect of ~· townsendi is its
gro up behavior. They aggregate by the
thousands in cave entrance areas, usually on
the ceiling. When disturbed their bodies
bounce up and down, but no one rightly knows
why. I could speculate that this is a way of
transmitting an alarm signal to the group,
either by direct leg contact transmitting a
signal or by body movement causing a rapid
dispersal of alarm odor (if the odor has
that function). Perhaps both explanations are
plausible; perhaps nei~her. The bouncing
could simply be a secondary effect of their
locomotion since the body is suspended in the
center of a long arch of legs, but I doubt
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this since they seem capable of walking
\vithout bouncing. Moreover, they often bouncE
when stationary, rather like Bill Russe ll
when he's excited.
Leiobunum townsendi is a general scavenger.
Populations disperse into the countryside at
dusk to feed, probably on rotting organic
matter. I don't know if anyone has stud i ed
their feeding behavior, but I do rememb er
an impromptu feeding experiment at Devi l 's
Sinkhole several years ago where we
discovered that they relish cold pork and
beans.
Four troglobitic harvestman occur in t he
Edwards Plateau, all of the Family Phal an-·
godidae. This family includes many cave
adapted forms, including Phalandodes of the
southeastern U.S. and Banksula of Cali f o rn~
All four Texas species are eyeless, smal lN,
and paler than ~· townsendi. Two species of
the tropical genus Hoplobunus are foun d in
caves of the southern Edwards Plateau.
Hoplobunus madlae occurs from Val Verd e
County eastward to Bexar and Kendal Co unties
while H. russelli seems to occur only in t ~
central part of this range. Both are probablj
descendants of an ancient var~_ation of
tropical forms from Mexico (perhaps du r i ng
Santa Anna's rumble into Texas?) Other
troglobitic Hoplobunus occur in northeas tern Mexico and non-cave forms are found
farther south.
Fitting with the range of Hoplobunus are
Texella mulaiki and T. reddelli, which
occur along the Balcones Fault Zone from
Carnal County northward to Williamson County.
Like most troglobitic harvestman, the nymphs
(immatures) are white and the adults are
reddish-orange. T. mulaiki has a body leng~
of about 2 millimeters and very long l egs.
T. reddelli is a bit larger but has shor t er
legs, sort of like an achondroplastic d\varf.
It occurs only in Travis and Williamso n
Counties.
Probably all of the phalangodid harvestman prey on small insects. They have l arge,
spiny pedipalps which help grasp the prey.
lsn't Nature wonderful?
A California cave harvestman, Banksu l~
melones, caused much consternation several
years ago when it became known that it ~Vas
endangered by a dam being built by the U.s.
Army Corps of Engineers. New Melones

Res ervoir, near Angle's Camp, will inundate
at l east 33 caves along the Stanislaus
River. McLean's Cave, which contains~·
melo nes and other rare cave animals, is one
of t he more scientifically valuable caves to
be f l ooded. Some of the other caves contain
potentially valuable fossils, archa eological
mater ials, and sedimentary records that will
be lo st (but no gold as some of the 49'ers
thought). In 1975 the Corps hired a cave
•
biologist, Tom Br1ggs,
to II transp 1 an t 11 th e
harve s tman and other fauna from McLean's
cave t o an old gold mine. There finally was
gold in them thar caves. The transplant
didn 't seem to go well, so in 1977 the ~orps
hired me for three months of additional
trans planting. With assistance from Andy
Grubb s and Steve Winterath, I installed
three colonies of cave fauna in the mine
along with other materials to simulate a
cave ecosystem. We also looked for ~·
melones on other caves, but to no avail. For
mont~it looked like our transplant had
failed , but in March 1979 I returned to the
mine while consulting on a B. melones field
study f or the federal Offic~ of Endangered
Spec ies. We discovered that ~ · melones had
undergone a "population e xplosion", so the
transp lant looks promising, for the moment.
However, it doesn't really duplicate the

cave community . It is really more like a
little zoo and it could all go ex tinct within
a short time.
Craig Rudolph, a transplanted cave biologist from East Texas, directed the field
study. Several other people were employed
and James Reddell and I participated for a
couple of weeks. B. melones has now been
found in 18 caves-in the area, three of which
will be flooded. It will not be considered
for endangered species status any longer.
However, with all the studies of the l a st few
years, five new species of Banksula have
been found in California caves. One of the
caves is endangered by quarr ying and is the
only known locality for one of the new
species. Maybe this time the Corps can pay
to have the whole cave transplanted.
One moral to be drawn from the California
story is that there probably are many
troglobites out there yet to be discovered.
This is probably true for parts of Texas,
especially the northern and western Edwards
Plateau. Ke e p your eyes peeled and you may
find a hew harvestman, harvestwoman, or
harvestchild. If so, yo u can write to me at
2225 N Pa rkwood, Harlingen, TX 78550, or to
James Reddell, Box 7431, UT Station, Austin,
TX 78712. We'll tell you all about it. Some
of what we say might even be true.
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